Montshuwa a Tawana
LITERAL TRANSLATION

1. What a thing which is amidst, the Bandow.
   You are tricked, party of Father of that which, see, joke, mess around.
   For you said you come to look for tribute
   It came Montshuwa he (about) you asked O Job Tree;
   Let the breasts, they come out, to them, then give
   Because therefore you them are given, you driven away.

2. Breasts they have tramped upon a piece of violence
   They have tramped upon Better of Beloved of Hlodol
   Moffat when you took you flee you forget through
   The breach of love of yours so others, Father of That which me takes a pride-in?
   Why it seems you have left Lofting, he Salow he in packing
   Father of Beloved he has remained in the manner
   You trained a party of Father of That which me affects me most.

I see the mother of Beloved in there they are going
Surely you have enticed Beloved he come to be beaten while you are sitting
Then he began to hear felt a stroke of a superior, Beloved
Beloved he has gone to the conversation at his left behind.
He even the refusal go to be able to emerge for initiation

The tree of food, he may become the warriors
You know the place of his veld
They have found him, he was sleeping Montshuwa of Matschana
When he said he was poured they scaring his misunderstood surely.

The hunting party of yours we it. Wholed, Bandow
The initiation of yours as soon as it is able the linked by the Kholo.
He was surprised they also they returned it you
They returned to you, they until they go round behind you.
At this while they are going to destroy Bandows.
They are going to make stones a heap.
But friends of theirs it meant when we stood him down
We are dirty we shrunk ourselves with tears
Become the right.
Can act you see, the day it is opening at the Smith's
The sound of a hammer he is just he is acting
Take up the three times.
He is getting his by to the little village of Namotukay.